
PSHE/RSE at Danson Primary 

School

KS1 Parent Information Session



Aims of this session:

► To understand the RSE curriculum.

► To understand why RSE is important.

► To know the statutory requirements of RSE

► To have a greater knowledge of how RSE is taught at 

Danson

► To know how to support your child at home



Danson RSE Policy
Danson’s RSE policy is available to view on our 

school website. This outlines the school’s 

approach to statutory Relationships Education 

and non statutory Sex Education. 



What is RSE?

► Relationships and Sex Education (RSE) or Relationships, Sex 

and Health Education (RSHE) is designed to equip the 

children with the knowledge to make informed decisions 

about their wellbeing, health and relationships as well as 

preparing them for a successful adult life. The world for 

all young people looks very different from the way it did 20 

years ago when this curriculum was last updated – these 

changes bring the content into the 21st century, so that is 

relevant for all children.

Department for Education 



Why is Relationships and Sex 

Education Important?
• We want our children at Danson to be able to grow 

up safely and have the knowledge to keep 

themselves safe.

• To provide our children the opportunity to practise

and develop skills in dealing with different 

situations.

• Research shows that children are more likely to 

report sexual abuse if they understand what is 

appropriate.

• It equips children to deal appropriately with social 

and cultural pressures.

• Pupils who are happy in their relationships at 

school are likely to be better able to learn.



Statutory Requirements

⮚ Since Summer 2021, all primary schools (maintained, academies or 

independent) are required to provide Relationships, Sex and Health 

Education.

⮚ PSHE has always been seen as an essential part of the curriculum at 

Danson. The intended outcome of our PSHE curriculum is to support the 

children in building the essential life skills to support their physical and 

mental wellbeing – crucial for them to achieve their best, academically and 

socially. So most of the new statutory curriculum is already being covered 

and just builds upon what is already in place.

⮚ Parents (and carers) are the prime educators for children on these 

matters. As a school we aim to complement and reinforce this role, 

building on what pupils learn at home.



Why is it important?

• PSHE education has proven impact 

on life chances and academic 

success when delivered well

• Statutory RSHE requirements can 

have a major impact on the quality of 

PSHE in all schools for all pupils.

• These developments mean that all 

pupils can benefit from an education 

that keeps them safe, healthy and 

prepared for the realities of modern 

life.

“The evidence shows that personal, social, 

health and economic (PSHE) education can 

improve the physical and psychosocial well-

being of pupils. A virtuous cycle can be 

achieved, whereby pupils with better health and 

well-being can achieve better academically, 

which in turn leads to greater success.” 

Department for Education review of PSHE education 

impact and effective practice

An extensive 2017 literature review by leading 

economists found ‘Very strong evidence’ that 

PSHE (personal, social, health and economic) 

learning has a positive impact on health, well 

being and academic attainment.

https://www.pshe-association.org.uk/curriculum-and-resources/resources/curriculum-life-case-statutory-pshe-education
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/412291/Personal_Social_Health_and_Economic__PSHE__Education_12_3.pdf
https://www.probonoeconomics.com/cases/pshe-association


Key Components of RSE 
Relationships Education

⮚ Families and people who care for the pupil

⮚ Caring friendships

⮚ Respectful relationships

⮚ Online relationships

⮚ Being Safe

Health Education

⮚ Mental wellbeing

⮚ Internet safety and harms

⮚ Physical health and fitness

⮚ Healthy eating

⮚ Drugs, alcohol and tobacco

⮚ Basic first aid

⮚ Changing adolescent bodies



RSE Curriculum

At Danson, we deliver our PSHE/RSE lessons using the  

SCARF programme.  This is a whole-school approach to 

children’s mental health and wellbeing. The sessions 

are fun, engaging and memorable and the children 

meet Harold and his friends throughout the lessons.







Curriculum



Relationships and Sex Education

Relationships Education in primary schools should teach the fundamental

building blocks and characteristics of positive relationships, with particular

reference to friendships, family relationships, and relationships with other

peers and adults.

SCARF’s Relationships and Sex Education resources help children and young

people to be safe, healthy and happy, both as they grow, and in their future

lives. These lessons help to meet safeguarding, and emotional wellbeing

requirements, as well as ensuring that schools cover the requirements of the

DfE RSHE guidance.



Relationships and Sex Education



Vocabulary Development

Correct vocabulary is taught throughout the curriculum to ensure children 

are kept safe. If they go to the doctors, they are able to describe what is 

wrong using the correct vocabulary. If a child makes a disclosure, there will 

not be any misunderstanding of what they mean. The words ‘penis’ and 

‘vulva’ are used to describe the male and female private parts.



► Tinkle, winky, minnie, frou frou, noonie, pee pee. A mixture of embarrassment and uncertainty 

means parents often struggle to know what to call children’s private parts. As such mums and dads 

often adopt nicknames such as ‘willy’ or ‘front bottom’ when referring to ‘down-there.’ But now, 

parents are being advised that this isn’t the right thing to do.

► NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde (NHSGGC) recently stated on its website that using various jokey 

words to refer to the penis or vagina can be confusing for children. Instead parents are being urged 

to “tell it like it is and use accurate terms from an early age.”

► The trust explains that while adults can often view these words as sexual, they’re actually not, and 

children won’t view them as ‘dirty’ words unless we teach them to do so.

► That means using the actual medical terms for our bits, and not glossing over or telling children off 

when they use the correct terms either.

► Jill Wilson, Health Improvement Lead, Sandyford said: “Many adults were not taught these words 

growing up and can feel uncomfortable using them as they can be thought of as ‘sexual’ words. 

Young children do not have these associations and usually consider these words to be as normal as 

‘hand’, ‘leg’ etc,”

► https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=02b_JbPJIhk&t=4s

http://www.nhsggc.org.uk/about-us/media-centre/news/2017/04/parents-urged-to-use-proper-words-for-parts-of-their-body/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=02b_JbPJIhk&t=4s




Class Agreements
During RSE lessons, pupils should feel safe, comfortable and confident to 
share their ideas and opinions, to reflect on issues and questions along with 
their own and others’ values and attitudes safely, without fear of negative 
feedback. 

To create this safe space and ensure boundaries and behaviour expectations 
are clear, an age appropriate group agreement is created with the class.  
This is displayed in the classroom and revisited at the beginning of each 
session.

The basic elements include:

• Listen to and respect each other
• Use language that won’t offend or upset other people
• Use the correct terms, and if we do not know then, we’ll ask for help
• Comment on what was said, not the person who said it
• Do not share our own, or our friends’, personal experiences
• Do not put anyone on the spot or ask personal questions
• We have the right to pass
• Do not judge or make assumptions about anyone
• Age appropriate rule around confidentiality and safeguarding.



What will be taught in different 

year groups?

► This information just outlines the content in the ‘Growing and 

Changing unit’ and is part of a much wider curriculum.

► All content is age appropriate.

► Children’s backgrounds, family situations, religious and personal 

beliefs are valued, recognised and handled sensitively when 

planning and delivering the lessons. All lessons stick to factual 

information.



Lesson: Seasons Life Stages – plants, 

animals, humans

Life Stages: Human 

life stage – who will I 

be?

Where do babies 

come from?

Getting Bigger Me and my body –

girls and boys

Lesson 

Objective:

I can explain the changes that 

occur as the seasons change.

I can describe how I have shown 

resilience.

I understand that animals 

and humans change over 

time.

I can describe the 

different life stages of a 

human.

I understand that every 

family is different.

I can explain the 

difference between 

babies, children  and 

adults.

I can explain which parts 

of my body should be 

kept private.

Lesson 

Overview:

What are the four seasons and 

what changes happen in each of 

them.  They create a cycle 

throughout the year.

Trees have a season when they 

grow. They have to put a lot of 

effort into growing; they need 

help from the sun, the rain and 

the soil they grow in. Sometimes 

they get a bit damaged - by the 

weather or lack of water. But 

they are tough, and usually 

survive these things.

This is a bit like when we are 

learning to do new things. 

Sometimes things are a bit hard 

and we can't do them at first. We 

need help from people around 

us. But if we keep practising

over and over again, or try to do 

things in a different way, then 

we can get better at them.

Talk to the class about 

cycles - how things go 

round and round. Can 

they think about things 

that go round and round? 

Explain that things that 

live - like plants, animals 

and people - also have 

cycles; these are called 

life cycles.

Look at the life cycle of a 

frog, seed or butterfly.

Discuss what happens 

during the life cycle.

What other animals does 

this happen to?

Read the story ‘Once 

there were giants.’

Look at the different 

stages of life shown in 

the story.

Children order the 

different life stages and 

discuss who they have in 

their life and who are at 

the different life stages.

Read ‘There’s a House 

inside my Mummy’.

Where do babies come 

from?

When do they come out?

What do babies need 

when they are born?

Families can look 

different. Understand that 

families are people who 

provide us with love. That 

means they care for us 

and keep us safe.

Children draw pictures

of their own families.

Read ‘You’ll Soon Grow 

into them Titch.’

How much have you 

changed since you were 

a baby? How do you 

know you have grown? 

Which parts have grown? 

What has helped us to 

grow? What can you do 

now that you couldn’t do 

as a baby?

Look at the stages of 

growing up – baby, 
child, teenager and 

adult.
Children write one new 

thing they can do now 

that they couldn’t do 

when they were a baby 

and when they were a 

toddler, and one new 

thing they might be able 

to do in the future, as a 

teenager.

Name the different parts 

of the body.

Talk about their private 

parts and the correct 

name for them.  Explain 

why it is important to 

know the correct name 

and that no one should 

touch them without our 

permission.

Watch the NSPCC 

PANTS film Pantosaurus

Talk about trusted adults 

and who they could be.

Reception

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-lL07JOGU5o


Where do babies come from?

• Where do babies come from?

• What do they do in their mummy’s tummy?

• When do they come out?

• What do they need when they are out?

• How did they get there? (A type of seed, called an egg. from mummy/a woman 

and a type of seed, called a sperm, from daddy/a man.)

Recognises that families are people who provide us with love. That means they 

care for us and keep us safe. All families are different.

Me and my body

• Label parts of the body.

• What about our private parts?  What is the correct 

name for our private parts?

• Why are girls’ bodies and boys’ bodies different? 

(Because one day, if we want to, they are needed 

to have children. We need tiny eggs from the 

woman’s body and tiny seeds called sperm from 

the man’s body to make a baby.)

• Explain to the children that these parts of our 

body are private and no one should touch them 

without our permission. Ask the children who they 

could tell if someone tried to look at or touch 

their private parts.



Lesson: Healthy Me Then and Now Taking Care of a 

Baby

Who can help? Surprises and 

Secrets

Keeping Privates 

Private

Good or Bad 

Touches

Lesson 

Objective:

I can describe the 

importance of a 

healthy lifestyle

I can identify the 

changes I have 

made since I was a 

baby.

I can think of what 

babies need to stay 

happy and healthy.

I can identify the 

difference between 

teasing and 

bullying.

I can talk about 

how safe secrets 

and surprises make 

me feel and who to 

talk to if I am 

worried.

I can identify the 

parts of the body 

which are private 

and describe how 

we can keep them 

private.

I can say 'no' to 

unwanted touch and 

ask for help from a 

trusted adult.

Lesson 

Overview

Understand that 

the body gets 

energy from food, 

water and air 

(oxygen);

Recognise that 

exercise and sleep 

are important parts 

of a healthy 

lifestyle.

Identify things they 

could do as a baby, 

a toddler and can 

do now;

Identify the people 

who help/helped 

them at those 

different stages.

Understand some 

of the tasks 

required to look 

after a baby;

Explain how to 

meet the basic 

needs of a baby, 

for example, eye 

contact, cuddling, 

washing, changing, 

feeding.

Explain the 

difference between 

teasing and 

bullying;

Give examples of 

what they can do if 

they experience or 

witness bullying;

Say who they could 

get help from in a 

bullying situation.

Explain the 

difference between 

a secret and a nice 

surprise;

Identify situations 

as being secrets or 

surprises;

Identify who they 

can talk to if they 

feel uncomfortable 

about any secret 

they are told, or 

told to keep.

Identify parts of the 

body that are 

private;

Describe ways in 

which private parts 

can be kept private;

Identify people they 

can talk to about 

their private parts.

NSPCC Underwear 

Rule Lesson

Understand they 

have the right to say 

‘no’ to unwanted 

touch.

Year 1



Keeping privates private
Children explore what they can do now which they could not do as 

a baby.  One of those things is to use the toilet by themselves.

• Who wiped them clean then and who does it now? 

• What are the words that we give to the parts of our body that 

we need to wipe/pat? Is it the same for boys and girls? 

• Explain that the names for a boy’s external genitals are penis 

and for a girl's it’s vulva and these are the names we would use 

if we had to talk to a Doctor or someone else we trust about our 

private parts, if we needed to, e.g. if they were sore.

• Ask the children why they think we use the words ‘private 

parts’? Explain that what’s in their pants belongs only to them, 

which is why we cover them up. This is also why when we use 

the toilet we should shut the door so no one can see our private 

parts. This gives people privacy so they can pat their penis or 

wipe their vulva dry after they have done a wee in private 

without anyone seeing them.

NSPCC Underwear Resources

Good or Bad Touches



Lesson: Pre-assessment

A Helping Hand

Sam Moves Away Haven’t You 

Grown

My Body, Your 

Body

Respecting Privacy Some Secrets 

Should Never Be 

Kept

I don’t Like That

Lesson 

objective:

I can give support to 

a friend.

I can describe 

feelings of loss and 

suggest what 

someone can do if a 

friend moves away.

I can describe the 

stages of growth I 

have been through 

and what I look 

forward to in my 

future.

I can name the 

human private parts 

that are used to 

make a baby.

I can talk about 

keeping private 

parts private.

I understand the 

difference between 

safe and unsafe 

secrets.

I can give examples 

of touches that are 

ok or not ok and I 

can identify a safe 

person to tell if I felt 

‘not OK’ about 

something.

Lesson 

Overview:

How to support 

others and give kind 

and helpful 

feedback.

Guiding each other 

through an obstacle 

course.

Exploring how we 

feel when we lose 

things but also have 

to say goodbye to 

people (moving 

away). 

Look at what they 

could do as a baby 

and what they can 

do now.

Now they are older, 

they need to make 

choices about 

keeping safe and 

asking for help if 

they need to.

Naming parts of the 

body.  Why girls are 

different from boys. 

Explain that these 

parts of our body are 

private and no one 

has a right to touch 

them or look at them, 

that they belong to 

you.

Privates, or private 

parts: a persons 

genitals; these are 

parts of your body 

that belong to you 

and only you can 

say whether 

someone can touch 

them or not.

Private 

belongings: things 

that belong to you 

and that no one else 

can touch without 

your permission.

Private 

information: inform

ation that is personal 

to you and that you 

only want your 

special people -

such as your close 

family and only your 

close friends to 

know about.

Read ‘Some secrets 

should never be 

kept’.

Understand the 

difference between a 

safe and unsafe 

secret. If someone 

tells you to keep a 

secret, but it's not a 

safe what could you 

do? Who could you 

tell?

Revise NSPCC 

‘PANTS Rule’.

How do our bodies 

react when we do 

not want to be 

touched. Looking for 

signals in people’s 

facial expression 

and body language 

to  check if people 

are feeling 

uncomfortable.  

Who are their 

trusted adults that 

they can tell if they 

feel uncomfortable 

or worried about 

something.  

Year 2



My body, your body

• Which parts do boys and girls have that are the same, which are 

different? 

• Name private parts or genitals.

• If children ask about why we have different parts, the responses 

given will be age appropriate and sensitive.

Why do boys have a penis and girls have a vulva? They are to help release 

urine (wee) from the body and, if a person wants to, create a baby when 

older.

What do boys have testicles for? So that when they are older, they can make 

and store the sperm (seed) that helps make a baby, if they choose to do this.

Why do boys have nipples? For the first six weeks of pregnancy an embryo (the 

beginnings of a baby) develops the same parts of the body and this includes 

nipples. Then the bodies start to change depending on whether the embryo 

will be male or female and this is why the genitals are different for boys and 

girls. Girls have nipples so that when they are grown up, if they choose to 

have a baby then they can breastfeed their baby.

• Children are taught that although we mostly have the same body 

parts, how each of us looks is unique (even if only slightly) and 

no-one's body will look exactly the same as ours, now or in the 

future.

• It is clearly explained that these parts of our body are private 

and no one has a right to touch them or look at them, that they 

belong to you.



Supporting your child at home

https://www.nspcc.org.uk/keeping-children-safe/support-for-parents/pants-underwear-rule/?gclsrc=aw.ds&&gclid=CjwKCAjwt8uGBhBAEiwAayu_9Wknc2d1KudTBpOcjd7Y3fqHojFi4jS2uFOG2-VidigQe3FftZ4f5RoClpMQAvD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/topics/cqvpny0867zt


Any Questions?
Thank you for listening.

I hope that the 

presentation has given you 

a clear understanding of the 

rationale behind the RSE 

curriculum, the important 

role it plays in keeping 

children safe and preparing 

them for life in the 21st

century.



Thank you for coming and we 

hope you have found it useful.

We would be grateful if you could complete 

the evaluation form that will be emailed to 

you.


